Vintage Boardwalk Pre-cut Kit Update

Pink Mini Awning Stripe Fabric

The first batch of pre-cut kits from Maywood Studio
have the stripes of the Pink Mini Awning Stripe Fabric
going in the opposite direction than what is depicted in
the Vintage Boardwalk Book cutting diagrams.

center creases

You can choose to cut the fabric as directed in the
book, which will alter the directions of the stripes in the
Ticket Block as shown.

If you choose to keep the stripes in the same direction
as shown in the book, here is an adjusted cutting
diagram and directions.
Note: Background Blocks are typically cut larger to make it easier to
work with and to account for any pulling that occurs with embroidery.
Since the embroidery is occurring on the Embroidery Leather there
is little to no pull on the Background Fabric. Special care will need to
be taken when centering the fabric for embroidery, as there is little
excess fabric.
Cutting Diagram
from the book

4. Mark the center of the Background Fabric. The
sample was made by folding the fabric to find the
center and ironing creases.
5. Carefully place the center of fabric in the marked
center of the hoop.
6. Press the fabric firmly to the stabilizer
7. Follow the directions in the book to complete the
embroidery and follow the trimming instructions on
page 14.

Cutting Diagram for
first batch Pre-cut Kits
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For sewing, use the above cutting diagram and follow
the directions as indicated in the book.

For Machine Embroidery, follow the directions below.
Tickets

Red Mini Awning Stripe Fabric

Make 1 block.
Embroidery File: 5x7_Tickets

The Red Mini Awning Stripe Fabric is also going the
opposite direction. Cut the fabric as directed below.
Cutting Diagram
from the book

Fabric 1: Background 			
Embroidery Leather: Tickets		

Cutting Diagram for
first batch Pre-cut Kits
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1. Mark the center of the sticky-back wash-away
stabilizer. The sample was made by folding the
stabilizer and creasing the center lines.
2. Hoop sticky-back wash-away stabilizer with the
center of the stabilizer in the marked center of the
hoop.
3. Score and remove the glossy paper from the
stabilizer.
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